**ALL ABOUT THE N.S.A. 2022-2023**

**What is the NSA?**

- Online, standardized assessment tool which tests both achievement & proficiency via computer-graded and rater-graded modules for students studying the Spanish language.
- Proficiency-based online exam designed to give teachers many different options and results for testing students.

**¡Atención!**

The National Spanish Assessments is **NOT** a contest.

Teachers do not need to register students for specific levels - any students that are registered will have access to all 6 levels (including all 4 modules) of the NSA.

Students may even be tested in various levels.

**Who is the NSA intended for?**

Any student studying the Spanish language in school: typically the NSA is used throughout grades 4-12 but the NSA is also available for colleges and universities!
NSA Content & Format

- All levels (1-6) have 4 modules.
- Each module has an allowance of 20 minutes for testing.
  - Achievement Modules
    - Vocabulary
    - Grammar
  - Proficiency Modules
    - Reading
    - Listening
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2023 Cycle
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Exam Type  Tool for Teachers!
Registration  Aug 15th - Jun 30th
Cost  $3
Exam Time  Aug 15th - Jun 30th
Results  Immediate

RESOURCES
(also available on the Instructor’s Lingco Dashboard & the NSE website)
  - NSA Registration Guide
  - NSA Test Administration Guide

Once students have been enrolled, instructors MUST “assign seats” to the students. If this step is not completed, students will see an “error” message and will not be able to access the course content!